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Will Probe Mixup
In Marine Crash
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'tHE LEDGER & T1MEN 10 Years Ago This Week 'Hollywood
Has Strange
PaducahSchool

GALESBURG, Ill. tie -- Owletburg police aren't ticketing cars
with outdated license plates They're
in the same fix themselves.
Due to a clerical error, the city
sent a $99 check to the secretary
of state's office to pay for 195ft
license plates for 50 police cars.
The amount should have .t.een $100
By ALINE 1110SEY
and the check was returned.
United Press Sall Corremendent
The officers', driving illegallY.
HOLLYWOOD SE —One of Use licensed'cars, are dodging their
nation's strangest schools is a colleagues on the state police force.
erammar-h.gh school on Hollywood Blvd where the small fry
compare salaries and TV rekings
between clasees.
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students will be held in the Little "Alt my friends are saving
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will
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by Dr. Merill Schell, physician
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The Murray Woman's Club is completing plans for
from Owensboro; and presentation
a campaign to raise $3.000 for the local Girl Scouts in
iniseed ai tbe Post Orca Murray. Kentucka, for'matniesion M
1111
of the class and capping by miss
Emceed C.leam Matter
the first financial drive for the organization here. Mrs.
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Cole,
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Must
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Garnett Jones, president of the club, and Mrs. Hershel
We'd Like To Seed You..,
director.
atiasclityriois RATES. EZ earner an Moira. Per wee& UK. Pai
. but sue don't want to send
Corn. chairoan of the drive, announced that the funds when the bell rings to practice
son* Ilk In Calomel/ imo Matimine commies. Pas Tem f.3-50; Mos`
Invocation and benediction will it without your permission:
would be u'Iled to build a Scout Cabin in the City Park, football or sell newapapers But
imam Mel
___„ after classes at the Hoywood
be__g,iyen_._by Don „Kesler, minister It will tell you how you can
and to further,th.e scouting program._
Pzofessional Children's School the
of the Murray Seventh and Poplar aPple-Ibr a ST.000 life -innfeiliee
Dr. Fount Russell will move to Clarksville where he pupils appear in muvies. radio or
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Church of Christ. Jo Ann Bowker policy to help take care of final
will open his office. Dr. Russell, recently returned from 'aelevision -- at salaries higher
will sing "I would Be True" and expenses without burdening your
than their teachers'.
foreign
service,
is
a
graduate
of
Murray
NeVer Walk Alone." The
State
and
formBOOBY-TRAP
POLITICAL
the entire
erly practiced medicine in Murray. His Mother, Mrs. A. This school was set up by the Princeton, Ky. — A one-day recessional and processional will And you can handle
by mall — with OLD
transaction
1-03 Angeles School Board to take
Buddy
Lee
Tibbs.
be
played
by
D. Russell, resides in Murray.
short course on farm problems
•
AMERICAN of KANSAS CITY.
care of show business moppets. and teen& of western
Kentucky, Acceptance for Jennie Stuart No obligation No one will call!
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are
squeezed
into
a
half
C.
Wesley
Mrs.
Kemper
was
honored
guest
at
a
e leading Democratic Senators immediatelOiratitted
to be held at the
Memorial hospital will be mode You can give us permission to
day so pupas can work on their Substation at Princeton Experiment
on March by Miss Ruth Coppeclge. ,iirectur send this free information by
resident 'Eisenhower's veto of the FulbAght-Harris shower which was given last Thursday afternoon by Mrs. next million.
f
:
Charles Miller and Mrs. M. H. Ryan at the home of the
S. is announced by S.
Lowry,
at nursing, and for Owensboro simply mailing a postcard or letter
natural gas bill as "politics," and are saying it is an in- former. A color scheme of pink and white was used in
MI
Betty Grable. Cyd Chertsse, superintendent of the aubstation.
County hospital by Miss (giving age) to Old American
dication he will soon make an announcement that he Will the decoration and the dainty party plate which was Anita Louise, Debra Paget. Piper The short ouurse will be con- Daviesra
Anne L. Brown, director of nursing Ins. Co, 3 W 9th, Dept. L218B.
ducted
by
the
Agricultural
Extenseek a second term.
served at the conclusion of .an informal afternoon.
Laurie, Judy Garland. Donald
education.
Manses City, Mo.
Mrs. Robert Farmer, 86, widow of Bob Farmer, a O'Connor and Bobby Driscoll are sion Service of the University
of
Kentucky,
in
cooperation with
There is no questidor but'what it takes a potent weap- native of this county died Friday after a prolonged ill- among the famous students who've
Substation,
on out of the hands of his opposition, but we don't think ness at the home of her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Zelner stashed their books in the school theSpeakers,
all from the University
lockers.
Farmer of Water Valley.
the veto had anything to do with politics.
at Lexington, will include Dr.
Not All Professionals
-I've run Into
Funeral was held Sunday. February 17, at 2 p.m. in Freckle-faced singer J mrn y Frank J. Welch, dean of the
It is another situation like the Dixon-Yates contract
Boyd graduated two weeks ago. College of Agriculture and director
the
Churchill
Funeral
Chapel.
he cancelled. The fact he cancelled that contract robbed
some minor
Young singers Molly Bee a n d of the Experiment Station and
the opposition of a campaign issue, just as the veto of,
Jyrrune Shore of NBC's "Pinky Extension Service; Dr. H. Bruce
Lee Show,""..hree of Bob Hope's Price. agricultural economist and
reverses which
the natural gas bill does.
•
"Seven Little Foys" and two of administrative assistant to the dean
FOR 'OUTSTANDING SERVICE'
and
director;
Dr
W
P.
Garrigua,
the Mouseketeers born ABC's
may delay me.."
hi both cases he made it manifestly clear to the AmClub House Club- are current associate director of the Experierican people that he sympathized with the motive bement Station and chairman of
students.
Industry Group, Dr.
hind both Dixon-Yates deal and the natural gas' bill.
About half of the school's. 500 the Animal
T. Webster, head of the DeAs a Matter of principal he wants to limit operation
atudents are professionals. Many G.
•
partment of Agronomy. and Dr.
non-aurirang pupils enroll in 'he W. D Valleau, plant pathologist
of TVA. lie considers it "creeping soCiallion'• because it .
school because it has smeller clas"crept" to Memphis, which is located on the Mississippi'
of the Experiment Station.
ses than moat public schools
Subjects to be covered will have
River, and Paduceh, which is on the Ohio River.
Although I had viz:ens of the to do with today's opportunities
snow business students upstaging In agriculture, trends in presentAs a. result Memphis has scores of industries which '
each other in class. Principal day agriculture, and the latest
located there to get cheap TVA power, which should
maugsce Mann insists they .ane developments in livestock feeding,
"IT 1.2:11 easier
to handle because general crop research, and tobaCco.
ne‘er hate been allowed outside the Tennessee Valley,
".hey grasp information more The program, beginning at rune.,
and Paducah has the atomic bomb plant, which should
quick'"
thirty in the morning and'lasting
have been built ii the Tennessee Valley, also the biggestl
Anti three in the afternoon, will
The
puma
have
a
'carol
.
yearindustrial
development
in
the
South
at
Calvert
chsrical
Administration Building
book_ with professional phot o- be at theSubstation
at Princeton.
the
City, Kentucky, n the Ohio River.
graphs, school parties and gradu- at
Arrangements are being made for
ations as any other school But
There are two reasons why Memphis gets TVA power
Lunen to be served at the Sube are some touches that are station
and their names are: Edward Crump and Kenneth D.
strictly HollywoodMann has the only school prin- For many years. until World
McKellar. Paducah and ('alert City have only one:
cipal's office with film stars' pic- War IL a short course on farm
Alben Barkley, but he probably wielded more influence
tures hanging on the wall--photos problems was held yearly at the
year,
naeau.se he vcas Vice-President
of his famous graduates T h • Substation, says Lowry ThisPeople
Ic vittoing the natiiral gas. bELl Preeident Eisenhower
sehool hangout is a nearby hotdrig at thiev request of Wmthe state,
of
r
strand with aiukebox where singing 01 the western part .resurried.
puts you In touch, Fa
eatd he favored the purpose of the bill, which was to
that pracUce is being
pupils
like
Jyrnme
Shore
play
reatraan the government from fixing the price of natural
their hit recirds
gee inside state borders. For if it can fix the gas rate, it
trude Lawrence's son in -The King
NAPOL1ON lost at Waterloo. But he could
Amateur Ala• Discovered
"When Walt Disney was looking and 1 on Broadway Freddie .sp.
din regulate other prices, as well
have conquered both space arid time by
for dancing 'Mouseketeers' for his peers On Tv now in -Father
What he objected to was the way a segment of the
Long Dwane*. So don't fight a losing bottle
show, practically the entire 'shoal Knows Best '
natural gas and petroleum industries conducted the lobby
Once a pupil could not attend
rushed to the auditions."
with worry. long Distance is quick, easy
in favor of.the bill. His veto is telling thent,tu keep their
Sometimes the show business at- graduation because, he was appearPresident
Richard
M.
Nixon
a
to
Vice
presents
Heaths
floor
show
DEWEY
with
Horace
to
use, satisfying. Costs PO Nile, too.
E.
ing
THOMAS
mosphere
runs
off
on
'.he
non;pros.
suffer
"filthy lucre'• out of our national legislature, or
bronze bead of Abraham Linoran at the Nationai Republican clubs
One day a talent scout canvassed at the Stotler allotel But Mann
the consequences.
70th annual Lincoln Day dinner in New York. It was the club's
the school and signed amateur went to the nightclub and preCON by Numbor — Ws Twice As Port
Democrats are iiight in believing the veto will "win
seoond annual award for outstanding servIce to the nation. Dewey
Freddie Ridgeway to piny Gen. serted the child with his diploma.
liamoa•aaiawinav.•••
•i
I 1•••
-They made the presentation
friends and influence people- for the President as a can—
SOUTHIIPIN SHELL TMLSPH011411
part of tee second show that
AND Tilr041APN COMPANY
didate. If it doesn't we can't think of anything that will.
Provocative American
night," says Mann
We maintain and contend, however, that the political
value of the veto is incidental. Dwight D. Eisenhower
vetoed the gas bill because he is honest, and because he
can't tolerate anything that isn't.
,414„,
1 WAS DOWN AND 14
Eisenhower is a leader with the highest sense of inHEADfD
OUT...
tegrity: He is undoubtedly playing the best politics on
FOR ruf osscsint
earth, not only in vetoing the gas bill but in cancelling
the Dixon-Yates contract, because he is playing no politics at all.
It just boils down to this: if the gas lobby had not
ahem.
attempted to influence votes for tile bill through the 11$44'
Susan Hayward
Orme Kelly
lo,•na yawn
,
of money the President would probably have signed it.
Hoien Keller
Haunted ...
Prot okes
Shining eyes.
(7'
bacaus he believes in the bill's objective.
fatherline.is.
We stated last week that we don't believe a Senate
investigation will,cause the impeachment of any public
official, nor the imprisonment of anybody, lobbyist., or
otherwise. Congress appropriated .$50,000.00 yesterday
DRY C.LtAt*IMEG
so Senator Albert Gore, and his committee, can proceed
to —investigate.In this election year this is probably not the only "inveetigation" that will be conducted at the taxpayers expense. It is useful as a "diversionary operation," but
!Ern
President Eisenhower pulled the Nee from this political
Yes--National Tie Cleanbomb-shell just as he did the Dixon-Yates contract which
ing Time is back. So why
Senator Kefauver seemed inclined to use to launch his
not put your whole tie
second attempt for the Democratic nomination.
wardrobe into apple-pie
As the Gore investigation progresses let's all be careFor
order with colors
Wergaret Choi* ten
ful as Democrats not to let it become a "boomerang"
Clore Soothe Luce
and patterns
sparkling,
cirisforriae.
Firm, intriguing farchc ad.
like the Kefauver crime investigation. It was that inand textures sporting that
Cleaning
eau :auditor
vestigation that embarrassed so many powerful demolike-new look and remelt)
Saucy . Come-hither.
cratic city machine leaders and caused them to' oppose
her you can't match Sani
Charge
him enrhasse at the Chicago convention in 1952,
tone Dry Cleaning fol
Di our ci,„n.inion the Gore investigation will soon diskeeping all your wearables
cover the natural gas bill is a democratic measure, inspic and span. Give us a
troduced and sponsored by a Senator and Congressman
ring or bring in your
from Arkansas. And it may find, to ith surprise, and
soiled neckties—your
embarrassment, that "donations- were either made, or
whole wardrobe, in fact,
offered, to Democrats as well as Republicans.
for service "on the
Regarding the gas bill, and the veto, strictly as polldouble"!
DURING FEBRUARY
tics, we would caution Democrats to "proceed with the
ONLY
greatest cautions" From where WV sit the whole situation
,
appears to be not only dangerous, but highly explosive.
Whet a G.I. would Cell a "hooky-trap."
3 TIES
Diecib Sher*
Jaen Martin
s
, :-.e P felons
door."
But regardless of 'how bed the thing smell before
next
'Girl
Frank, Open
rxprcsaiow.
Humility ... Refinement.
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Senator Gore gets through with it, President Eisenhower
American Female Faces," and wily, as selected by members 91
is certainly out of range of the -slightest odor. For, he
HERE ARE the "Ten Most Provocative
was announced. by Joseph galiff, association presi409 MAPLE
the ganeaturists society of Anterice. The list
vetoed the bill. Let's not forget that as the political pot
any artist woulll leap
dent, who said, "Each of them women have exciting, stimulating laces, and
tritternatiowin
begins to boil.
at the ODPOrtUAlty JO draw her."
Ledger and Times File
February 1946
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d today
an letter
ho wants
senator6,.

BUSINESS L(YT, near court square.
Call 1735.
F19C
TWO BED ROOM house, unfurnn
located at 405 S. Llth St.
AHD, basso on S. Elth St. Call Dr.
,,on, pteine 349 or
X
Clini
riac

nd.

saving

d I want
send me
ie wrote.
wen the
king."
-r--

ewe

80sr

fOR SALIM

ter

MONUMENTS
Murray Marble and Geanite works
Builders of fine memorials for
over hal/ century. Porter White.
Manager Phone 131.
rzec

• •'
You
to send
.onl
you can
instirence
of final
ing your

MONUMENTS Met class material
granite and marble, large selection styles, sinm. Call 85 home
phone, 526 Setrit Calloway Monu- nent Works, Veeter Orr, owner.
tree Maui St near college. MAC

he entire
r1111 OLD
S CITY. 0
:II call!
ission to
mon by
or letter
American
i. L2I8B,

A BARGAIN, real nice home on
liwy 89, wf.h small business. 5
acres of good soil, lovely setting.
Will sell complete • or trade for
farm or other. H. In Parker Rt. 2,
Cottage Grove. Tenn.

12:1ELP WANTED I

•

waitress Appry
.
FlOC
tE trallibFeED
P
Reateurane.
AVON Products now has openings
Our produces a r e
in Murray
nationally advertised and in demand by our customers We want
mature ladies without children,
who are willing to work and EVA
our customers go o d dependable
service. We expect 6 hours a day
Write P. 0. Box 465, Owensboro
F2OP
'711
DO YOU WANT a steady permanent occupstain' We want a
man willing ',Jo work selling and
installing the most needed equipment in the area. We train you.
You must be earrullar with the
country and enjoy working with
country people Write or call W.
W Vicinus. 1103 N. Bekline, PaduTait
cah. Dial 3-7121.
f'V NEWSMAN Cover news
events in area for VelnAC- TV,
Nashville. Experience useful, but
not ruseeesary Must have 16 morn
movie camera shoot M frames
Write /Tooke Drake, News Director,
F20C
150 4t3'i Ave.. North.

NOTICE

11737s. Opportunities

1

APPROVED 3 YEAR FHA_ loans,
on all remodelings. Freeman Johnson, Building Contettor, will offer
to do any remodeling or repair
or any era addition bo your home
and will make a 3 year F.H A.
loan with monehly payments for
your convenience. This loan will
cover an extra bedroom, bathroom,
any kind
of plumbing, klicben
cabinets, hardwood floors, interior
or exterior d,ecorating, porches,
terra:vs, garages, electric heating.
any Oise hu/1431"..e. fs3ofing, brick
veneer, any kind of remodeling or
addtaon that you would desire
to have done. It can be done by
Freeman Johnson, Contractor, any
time at your convenience. For inF1OC
formation °all 1067-W.

DISTRIBUTOR, Ground Floor Opportunity. High weekly earnings.
Imrnedia,e earnings, no selling, no
vending. Ideal for man or woman
part time work. Can develop to
full time. Income idcreasing accordingly No overhead. National
Co. with AAA-1 references will
select person for this area to deliver nationally accepted and advertised merchandise .23 leading
stores. Must have car, 6 hrs. weekly, references, $1485 cash investment which is fully secured. Past
experience not important but must
have honesty. reliabilty, and be
able to start at once. For interview in your city write or wire
giving phone number and address
to: G-13 Distributor, Building 2,
5e00 W.
Los Angeles 36,
lif
1TP
NOTICE.: We have Letter Obese
'Entrain expansion Blase Harp letter Mee third cut, firth cat and
straight cut manila ftle folderol
and clear. amber, lernon and Veen
Cel-U-Dex index tabs Ledger &
14th Anniversary
Times Office Supply, call 56. 'I'F
To my wife Lilly in observance'
of our le.ti year of marriage, February 20
NOTICE: Just received a supply
"nie My Squaw"
of Strip ink in a new large econoYou makeusn me one perfect matte,
mical size, black laundry indelible
You !common wigwam clean first
marking Ink. various oolors of
rate,
stamp Pad ink, all colors of foam
You sevturn clothes, You 00JILUM
rubber stamp pads, pre-inked. Also
have numbering machine ink and fine.
gottunt shape that is devme,
ink pads Ledge. & Times Office You
squaw, You in much
TT' You lucky
Supply, call 56.
luck,
You gotturn Me. a Loving buck.
NOTICE. Attention narraters Need'
Signum Wayne M. Williams
a small compact book to record
F2OP
receipts, cesburserneata, purchase
of machinery, depreciation, taxes,
Interest Insurance and miscellaneous items/ We now have farm
°Hare
Supply. JUNK RADIATORS are higher
Record
Books
Daily Ledger ea Times. call 55. 'IT than ever before, regardless of
kind or condition_ Sell them to
WE RENT TRAILERS by the hour, Williams Radiator & Auto Glass
day. week, trp 4x8 and 4x6 Call Shop. 1107 Cnestnut. Murray. len ,
ITC i
MSC WO.
1907 Tabers Body Shop

35'd St.,

PERSONAL

By WILL/AN EWALD
THREE BEDROOM house. 311 N. United
Press Staff Corespondent
10th St Available .now Call OlinNEW YOFfie gjt , a
del Reaves, Phone 184-.R.
FRP young lady who sports Emma'
a flowing
robe, wings and a come-hither
insinennecemeneeenaci
al
look. may come into her own this
CARD OF THANKS
Year
We witih to thank the following
who 'helped in ;he stripping and
She'll be eight years old and
delivery of our tobacco: Mr and will celebrate her birthday on
Mrs. Lynn Parker, Charles and Marco 17th in New York and
Jerry, R. L Ellison, Orteld Byrd, Hollywood. You'll see her on
Alton Cole, Albert Ellison, Edward telev non.
Cliff Wilkerson, J. L. ElliEmmy is a gold statuette. She's
son. Chimney Worley, Red Doherty, Mr. and Mrs. We Fulton, Joe awarded by the Academy of TeleCochran, Paul Cunningham, Vi-gil vision Arts and Sciences to TV
pere,rmers adjudged the year's
Garland,
Ganver
Cunningham,
John Ed Waldrop, B u d Gibbs, best.
Some observers have compared
Herman Fulton: Clay Brewer, 0111.
the Emmy Award to the movies
Tidwell dna earnes Coleman.
Oscar. However, until this year,
Forest Coleman
this comparison has met .with a
singuLa lack of enthusiasm from
TOO YOUNG
many performers in the TV industry, notably the New York
bunch
Hollywood Shows Favored
GALESBURG. lit.
- A
The New Yorkers, led by Ed
Galesburg hospital refused today
to let a young father see his Sullivan, charged that past awards
were weighted in favor of Hollynew-born child.
the father is 15, and the hospital wood shows. Their charge had
rules require visitors to be 16 and some point - of the 1000 active
members in the Academy, more
over.
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Own In 1956
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"Nathan Grundy's boosting boxes
cuts above his eyes, his bruised
moan twisted. -Let's get out of on a 'ten Eyck dray, Tim. Heil
take the trunk."
here Michael."
"It is not," said Meg, "necessary
He ignored Tint but when Michael followed through a path that to make • favor of my trunk, Mr.
opened as they advanced, Tim Dark."
"Not even for a lady in distrailed. He was surprised when
Jason halted. In the dhift of peo- tress!"
She flushed under his amused
ple. Michael SAW Janon'• full sum very of • woman who sat apart on glance and made no further oba trunk. Tim cried out and the jection when Michael stake to
CHAPTER THREE
woman s eyes found him. Jason Nathan.
"Nay I present Mr. Grundy, Mrs.
MICHAEL SPOTTED the W iiill- went on his way, his hasitaitios
the
for
heading
briefer than Michael's asaessment Beaumont' Mark him well. He
mette'a captain
knows the Ten Eyck Company
ship. He hailed him, spoke briefly of It.
"Meg- Tim rualied forward sad from drays to office ledgers. And
with him, reenving an impatient
is going
but positive reply. Michael returned Michael followed. "Meg Besiunont! the Ten Eyck Company
in
'Tim unseemly that you sit here.' to be the biggest supply outfit
to Jason and Tine
"No one's bothered me, Ustole
"The captain swears nobody like
muscled
Nathan, a powerfully
your niece is aboard. Not too many Tim," Meg said.
and
A cool hand, Michael thought. hunchback with swarthy akin
women. He wouldn't miss anybody
it
purple-veined nose, inclined Ma
the fight:
relish
did
she
eyes."
Maybe
purple
and
hair
yellow
with
would take more than that to ruf- head. Seattle claimed Nathan was
-Then she's still on the clocks."
her. Tim's descriptiOn of her as stingy with speech as Jason
fle
in
said
he
"Jason,"
Tim stopped.
bad. Her hair vrea the Idledt •was with credit, but Michael knew
was
Ryerson.
"there's
tone,
a different
of the first flare of a ca-ndle in Nathan for a wise man.
since
you
for
looking
been
He's
Nathan turned to her trunk.
darkness; her eyes were turquoiee
yesterday."
And
with dark flecks. In her arms she "Let's hoist her on, Michael.
Ryerson, traveling on one of
someheld a sleeping child, hie red hair then somebody better do
, Jason's chartered boots, had been
flame against her dark coat. A thing about Ryerson."
sunk off the A I ask an coast a
"Ryerson f" Michael had for.
black cat crouched at her
lammed over capacity, the vessel huge
gotten him, but when the trtafile
feet.
horses,
men,
ad towed rafts with
Nathan to
I .ttle. The men made shore, and
"I was afraid you'd gone to was secure he followed
where Ryerson was hunched
babbled.
Tim
Meg!"
Alaska,
a
when
lot
frozen
.e.tre a hungry,
"I was looking for Kemp--to against a lumber pile.
retiurning steamer rescued them.
"He needs 1 drink." Michael apkeep him away from it" She
ion's threats had beep hot.
for •long time, then proached a group of dock wallopboat was going. If Meg looked at Tim
ers, located an acquaintance with
he did go."
t was aboard, there was shrugged. "So
good
Tim showed relief. "On this a bottle. It held only two
It
about
do
could
anyone
n
ntrirg
I
mornin's tide, &Ain'. Do not you drinks and as owner parted with
"We'll find your niece If she's here,
It to
make the trip yolirself, the way it it thinly enough. Michael took
Tim," Michael said, but Tim apRyerson.
breakheart
a
and
back
a
be
would
He
peared' to have lost his zeal.
Ryerson looked st Michael as if
was nooking beyond Jason and er!"
She was seeing him for the first time. Fifeet.
her
to
got
Meg
others.
with
&loved backward
• tall woman but her erect- nally his mouth showed a sour
Micheal saw Ryerson shouldering not
lent her height "Uncle Tim, smile. He took the bottle and
ness
0
them.
toward
his way
you're here, you can belp me drained it.
since
he
Jason.
from
length
At arm's
Michael eyed him. "Need a
cheaper boardinghouse."
spoke, 'Ten Eyck, you conniving find a
Tim turned to Michael. "Meg, my loan 7"
—!"
"No, thanks." His eyes raked
this Is Michael Dark, the best
He was a lean man, half a head love,
in Seattle. Michael, you Michael. -I could use a job if you
above Jason's six feet, his face lawyer
be knowing where Mrs. know of one."
heavy-boned, his eyes a clear wotildn't
Michael searched his mind. "The
could stay until her
green. JeWon stiffened but did not Beeurnont
Rosalie Hotel needs a clerk."
be
could
Illinois
to
back
paiwage
widen
circle
speak. Michael felt a
Ryerson winced, ironed out his
about them.
to Illinois," Meg expression. -Thank*. I'll see about
going
not
am
"I
in
blazed.
eyes
green
ir Ryerson's
interrupted. -How do you do, Br. it." He walked sway.
141hat second when he would have
"Reckon he won't stay a .clerk
Dark 7"
body
His
leaped.
Jason
lunged,
"Well, I'll be
"I'm honored, Mrs Beaumont." long," Nathan said.
poised, loose at knees and hips.
of Jason. Their rolling." He climbed into the dray
Ryerson's fist &masked high on his She reminded him
alaiheld the same rebellion and Waved to Militate at he
chest, but Jaaoo's body rods with expressions
tared off the docks.
help.
it, slicing Its force. Ryermon's face against
office,
the
As he walked toward
"Michael," Tim urged. "you coukl
was wide open; Jason's slashing
Michael fought his own restlesshlovahcaught hint on the jaw. He suggest a place?"
time, lie
Michael felt pinned by their eyes mew. He was marking
staggered sideways to a knee,
plenty of work but it wouldn't
had
"Mee
him.
at
looked
cat
the
Even
up.
came
rocked forward and
live there. Two of build into real success. 143a own
Once again Ry elite left his chin tilde Cox's7 I
,
on the Wilk:- leek, his lukewartn regent fur
sailed
boarders
her
short,
a
with
It
caught
open. Jason
money and fame were to blame.
mette."
,loam,
went
Ryerson
right.
•Ielubbing
"If Matilda has don't want anything arid that's My
sprawling, landine: toll on his bark, Tim brightened.
you, Mego,ou're in clover trafhle. Yet he did want sonicrolling still. Michael thought It the room for
thg. and his own private lie bothfind a hack."
finish but Ryerson stienbled up- Stay hers PR
"We'll walk. (let a dray for my ered hint
rig:', took more of Jason's' hamHe was almost at his office whew
Tim. It's cheaper."
mering blows on his body end face. trunk, Uncle
be heard carriage wheel.. babies
"But I'll pay----"
Jason drove a final blow to his
him.
"Get a dray,•Uncle Tim."
chin and Ryerson wept down to
"Michael!"
Michael's eyes met Tines in an
stay.
(To Be Coierisisieda n ein
a bossy
Jason rocked on his feet his nose inatinCtilta alliance against
. •
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Beattie was a bindles,
rs
booming ga.rway to the Klondike sold
,MTh of the
rush After a frantic'
town. Tim affelrn (lads his good
Michael Dark, a handsome
friend
young lawye, shortly before the WILLAMETTE s. ;it for Atoka. Tim wants
'chisel to help him locate Meg Beau
niece
irinnt. his pretty. yellow-haired aboard
and persuade nor not to sail
husband
her
of
esemh
is
ship
the
Kemp Beaumont He had aeoerted Meg
and their small son. Johnny for the
gold fields In the ft-uses north.
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Ban On Liquor
Ads Is Fought

Agencies, mid Prone
virrusaiS
Braucher, president of the Magaltine
Advertising Bureau, said the bill
would set a "dangerous precedent."
WASHINGTON, Feb 17 01 - They said it would discriminate
A
proposal to
ban
interstate against advertising as a method
liquor advertising today ran into cal selling products.
Stiff oppiantion from newspapers,
Spokesmen for beer and liquor
broadcasters and advertising agenproducers and employes called the
Television, radio, newspaper and measure a "back-dour" attempt to
advertising spokesmen told the restore prohibition.

te OcannierceDornmittee Thursday the proposed ban would discriminate against them. The Senate
and House commerce committeei
are considering sirtalar bills on
the subject.
The bills were introduced by
Rep. Eugene Siler (R-Ky)
Sen. William Langer (AND). Siler
told the House committee Thursday
that the measure banning "practically all" liquor advertisting,"would
be entirely good ond beneficial
for the boys and girls of our
country."

Edwin F. Bohrnfalk, Ft. Worth,
after showing the Senate committee
copies of two liquor advertising
calendars bearing pictures of Christ,
said he phoned to saibenit a third
showing It.pkture of Christ holding
a cocktail ear at the Last Supper,
BohmLalk .is ,a district Methodist
church superintendent.

Ammoomm.
NOTICE

Bernard E. Esters, representing
Rose is now in charge
the National Edidtorial Association James
of Weekly, Semi-weekly and Small of the Bear front end maDaily Newspapers, told the Senate chine at
committee the measure "would
well be an entering wedge for still
URRAY MOTORS INC.
further governmental surveillance
over the colunuis of the nation's
"Rosie" invites his friends
press."
to call on him when in need
narold E. Fellows, president of
of front end work of any
Radio
of
Association
National
the
and Television Broadcasters, said kind.
the bill would deny broadcasters
605 W. Main
"the freedom to accept" addertising
Phone 170
of provucts which are legal and
in general use.
Kentucky
Murray,
George Link Jr., counsel for
the American Aesoclation of Ad-
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WALLS CLEANED
—BIG

DISCOUNT—

For a limited time only, we are making
an introductory offer of deenning your
painted wails at a big saving to you w.th
a newly invented mac-tune for pouted sic(aces.

F,AtTY WALL

DETERGER COMPANY
CALL MOSS L. TUCKER
Phone 663 4
Ned College Farm Road
.414
-4

MEND
WASHINGTON en - Sen. William Langer (11-ND) Friday defended himself hotly in the Senate
against charges that .he takes too
many tripe to his North Dakota
home at government- expenses.
"I worn 365 years for the people
of North, Dakota," Langer shOuted
Bill." swotted simatc
Leader
exiblicen
Willisart
Knowland of California.
-Days, yeah," Laager agreed.
"I thank my friend fro-

441144

Gospel Meeting
You are invited to attend a series of Gospel
meetings of the College Church of Christ, with
aerviees in the new church build;ng adjacent
the Minoray State College campus, beginning
Febrvary 19 add continuing through February
26. Preaching' by Harry Payne of St. Peter,
burg, Fla., and singing led.by James Payne of
Murray.

r

Time of Services
Daily

HELP for Coughs

' 00 p.m.

You ice, c..411" t erlothing help tnen
the very first dose Clogging phlegm
ioueened, you breathe acepes.

Bible Study
Worship

&Insley

, 9130 a.m.
1030a.m. 7 p.m.

caspyy,Fslat College Church of Christ
By Ernie Bushmillee

NANCY

1
1if f` /
AUNT FRITZ I
CAN USE THIS
z.fx/
STRAINERS

254

p

,1144147._

r—Numtwr

/1-W

eV

yer

- -trelf led
7
w-Attitudes
4-Tgu tonic deity
'7-Worm
1-Lifeless
5-Slake amends
14-Insect erg
11-Affirmative
16-Barks of necks
is-Baseball
Implement
14-Transgression
22-8teep descent
23-European
blackbird
24-Tattered cloth

PAGE TRAK,
than SOO wore seesienta of Hollywood.
At one pelnt. Sullivan, who has
been known to refer to himself
as '`the great stoneface," rather
stonily suggested that the' Nets'
Y..ere faction split away frosn the
Pacific Coast chapter.
gowever, in recent weeks this
hassle nas been monied out. Right
now, the New York chapter, along
with units in other large dines, is
organizing a membership drive.
There are about 500' members right
now in New York.
This March, the Academy will
give out 91 awards, a rather
unwieldy number that includes
Binh curiosities as "best engineering technical achievement," "best
commercail campaign" and -best
art direction for a filmed series."
As Sullivan and producer Max
Liebman, another active worker in
the New York chapter, point out,
this is a rather cumbersome load
of honors. But they hope to chop
the number down next year. The
whole slate of oategories this year
is the result of a comprOnallie
between what Hollywood and New
York each wanted.
34 Emmy, Awarded
Last year, 34 Emrnys were given
out on a national scale. Some of
the big winners were George Gobel
as outstanding new personality,
Danny Thomas and Loretta Young
as best actor and actress in a
series, Perry Como anti Diruin
Shore as best singers, and Robert
Cummings and Judith Anderson
as best actor and actress for a
Single performance,
Some of the programs that
carried off Emmys were "Omnibuar
"This Is Your
Life," "Dragnet," :'Disneyland" and
"United States Steel Moan"
This week, nomination ballots for
1955 shows will be counted by an
independent accounting firm. The
pay-off. ballots will go out to
Academy members on Saturday.
No one will know until March
17th who the 44 %oilmen will
be.
But the TV industry is hoping
that one winner to come out of it
all will be Eramy herself They're
pulling for the gal to All the same
sort of proud niche that. Ostler
does.
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Col. Edward Mix, 84, native of the county, died Tuesday. Felsepary 5, in Riverside. Calif. A former Paducahan, he Laded in chasing out Oklahoma's bad men in the
rip roaring days of the West in the, 90's;ebecame an
author, played roles in movies and conducted radio promsgrams.
Mrs. -Plorence Hale, RoyAe 1, Murray, andKelsie Holland, -East of Murray are cousins of Col. Mix.

The Murray Woman's Club is completing plans for
campaign to raiee $3.040_ for the local Girl Scouts in
the first financial drive for the organization here. Mrs.
Garnett Jones, president of the club, and Mrs. Hershel
Corn, chairman of the drive, announced that the funds
would be used to build a Scout Cabin in the City Park
and to further the scouting seepgram.
Dr. Fount Russell will move to Clarksville where he
will open his office. Dr. Russell, recently returned from
foreign service, is a graduate of Murray State and formerly practiced medicine in Murray. His mother, Mrs. A.
D. Russell, resides in Murray.
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POUTICAL BOOBY-TRAP
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Mrs._ C_ Wesley Kemper was honored guest at a
shower Which was given last Thursday afternoon by Mrs.
Charles Miller and Mrs. M. H. Ryan at the home of the
former. A color scheme of pink and white was used in
the decoration and the dainty party plate which was
served at the sconclusion of an informal afternoon.
Mrs. Robert Farmer, 86, widow of Bob Farmer, a
There is no queetiOn butiwhat it takes a potent weap- native of this county died Friday after a prolonged illon out of the hands of his opposition, but we don't think ness at the home of her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Zelner
Farmer of Water Valley.
the veto had anything to do with politics.

Come leading Democratic Senators immediately branded
Plresident Eisenhower's veto of the Fulbright-Harris
natural gas hill as "politics," and are saying it is an indication he will soon make an announcement that he will
seek a second term.

S"

Funeral was held Sunday. February 17, at 2,p.m. in
It is another situation like the Dixon-Yates contract
he cancelled. The fact he cancelled that contract robbed the Churchill Funeral Chapel.
the opposition of a campaign issue, just as the veto of
the natural gas bill does.
•

FOR 'OUTSTANDING SERVICE'

le both cases he made it manifestly clear to the American people that he sympathized with the motive behind both Dixon-Yates deal and the natural gas' bill.
As a matter of principal he wants to limit operations
of '17VA. He considers_ it "creeping socialism" because it
"crept" to Memphis, which is located on the Mississippi'
River, and Paducah. which iss'on the Ohio River.
e
Ai a result Memphis has scores of industries which
located there to get cheap TVA power, which should
ne‘er have been allowed outside the Tennessee
and Paducah has the atomic bomb plant which should
have been built if the Tennessee Valley, also the biggest i
chrnical industrial development in the South at Calvert '
City, Kentucky, n the Ohio River.
There are two reasons \shy Memphis gets TVA powerl
and their names are: Edward Crump ands- Kepneth D.s
McKellar. Paducah and Cal‘ert City have only one:
Alben Barkley, but he probably wielded more influence
baeause he was Vice-President
la vetoing the natttral gad& bill President Eisenhower
eutd he favored the perpoae of the bill, which was to
restriun the government from fixing the price of natural
gaa inside state burciars. For if it can Si the gas rate, it
can regulate other price*, as well
What he objected to was the way a segment of the
natural gas and petroleum industries conducted the lobby
di favor of the bill. His veto is telling them to keep their
"filthy lucre" out of our national legislature, or suffer
the cons,equences.
Democrats are right in believing the veto will "win
friends and influence people" for the President as a candidate. If it doesn't we can't think of anything that will.
We maintain and contend, however, that the political
value of the veto is incidental. Dwight D. Eisenhower
vetoed the gas bill because he is honest, and because he
can't tolerate anything that isn't.
Eisenhower is a leader with the highest sense of integrity. He is undoubtedly playing the best politics on
earth, not only in vetoing the gas bill but in cancelling
the Dixon-Yates contract., because he is playing no politics at all.
It just boils down to this: if the gas lobby had not
attempted to influence votes for the bill through the use
of money .the President would probably have signed it.
becaus he believes in the bills objective.
We stated last week that we don't believe a Senate
investigation will cause the impeachment of any .public
official, nor the imprisonment of anybody, lobbyists or
otherwise. Congreee appropriated Vs0.000.00 yesterday
so Senator Albert Gore. and his committee, can proceed
to "investigate."
In this election year this is probably not the only "investigation- that will be conducted at the taxpayers expense. It is useful as a "dhersionary operation'" but
President Eisenhower pulled the fuse from this political
bomb-shell just an he did the Dixon-Yates contract Which
Senator Kefauver seemed inclined to use to. launch his
second attempt for the Democratic nomination.
As the Gore inveteigation progresses let's all be careful as Democrats not to let it become a "boomerang"
like the Kefauver crime investigation. It was that investigation that embarrassed so many powerful democratic city machine leaders arid caused them to- oppose
him enmasse at the Chicago convention in 1952. .
on
Ih our opinion the Gore investigation will
cover the natural gas bill is a democratic measure, introduced and sponsored by a Senefor lied Congressman
from Arkansas. And it may find, to its surprise. and
embarrassment, that "donations" were either made, or
offered, to Democrats as well as Republicans.
Regarding the gas bill, and .the veto, strictly as politics, we would caution DeMOitrata to "proceed with the
greatest caution.- From where we sit the whole situation
appears to be not only dangerous, but highly explosive.
What a GI would call a "booby-trap."
But regardless of how bad the thing smell before
Senator Gore gets through with it. President Eisenhewer
is certainly out -of range of the slightest odor. For, he
vetoed the bill. Let's not forget that, as the political pot
•
begins to boil.
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'iPeople 60 to 80•

Short Farm
Beta

•

Long 141111"pee

TNOMISS E. DEWEY preemie to Vice President Richard N. Nixon a
bronze bead of Abraham Lincoln at the National Republican cteb's
70th arum& Lincoln Day dinner in New York_ It was the club's
second annual award for outstanding service to the nation. Dewey
II••••••••••••••1 12....••••••&•••• I
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their hit records
Amateur Alas Discovered
"When Walt Disney was looking
for dancing liouseketeers' for Pus
show. practically the entire salmi
rushed to the auditions.'
Sometimes the show business atmosphere runs off on ',he non-pros.
One day a talent scout canvassed
Use *taxii arid signed amateur
Freddie Radigew ay to play Ger-

Ten Mast Provocative American Female faces

Kii$en Keller
Courageous.

Grote Kefly
Prot okes
fatherliness.

Swan Hayward'
Haunted ..
Glorious Mir.

lassta Young
Shining eyes.

KAPOUCH losS at Waterloo. But Pi. could

(rude Lawrence's son in —The King
and I on Broadway Freddie ap•
"Father
now in
on TV
pelirs
Knows Best."
4
Once a pupil could not attend
graduation because he was appearing with Horace Heults floor show
at the Steller Hotel But Mann
went to the nightclub and preserfied the child with his ctiplutria.
presentation
"They made the
part of the second show that
night," says Mann

bare conquered both avocet and time by
Long Dissent*. So don't fight o losing battle
with worry. Long Distance is quick, easy
to use, satisfying. Costs so little, too.

Coil by Number — Vg Twx• As Foil
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[UNTIL SAN-ITONE
DRY CLEANING

SI% ap

SAVED ME

Ben. Mereerist Chet* 110014.
Sett-salve, ariafocranC.

Allons

Soothe
Pireliistrigaing /arch( ad.

Yes-- National Tie Cleaning Time is back. So why
not put your whole Ile
wardrobe into apple-pie
order with colonr
sparkling, and patterns
and textures sporting that
like•new look and remem
her you can't match Saw
tone

Dry

Cleaning

For
Lleaning
Charge

Lot

keeping all your weat'ables
-iCe us a
and span. c
ring or bring in your
soiled neckties—your
whole wardrobe, in fact,
for service ''on the
double"!

spic

DURIN

FEBRUARY
ONLY

45c
Sher*
door?
Jane PIC/. 1
next
Paid
'
Humility . . Refinement.
American Female Faces," and why, as selected by me▪ mbers of
HERE An the "Ten Most Provocative
list was announced. by Joseph Kahn% laeOciatIon presithe garicaturbsts Society of America. The
atinielating faces, sad aey artist would leap
dont, who said, "Each of theee women have exciting,
itaiternatiolial)
her."
draw
to
oiportuaky
at the
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WASHINGTON is — Sen Norris
*Noosed today
that he has received a fan letter
I from a high whool girl who wants
in the same fix themselves,
Capping exercises for 45 Murrey Ito collect pictures of senatoter
Due to a clerical error, the city
State College nurling education instead of movie stars.
sent a $99 ctieck to the secretary
students will be held in the Little
"AA my trends are saving
of state s OIT.IC* to pay fur Ja56.
Chapel at tha AdinInistratton build- pictures of movie !ism and I was*
'cars.
police
license plates ful 50
ing Friday. February 24 at 7.S0' to
be different, so please send me
The amount should have been $100
By ALINE 5t08BY
m
photos of 12 senators," she wrote.
and the check was returned. .
carefully, even the
United Press Staff Correspondent
The officers, driving Illegally
A reception, following the exer- "Please pick
HOLLYWOOD 95 —Ocie of the licensed cars, are dodging their cises, will be held in Wells Hall. best are sort of funny looking."
nation's strangest schools is a colleagues ii71 the state police force. women's
dormitory The capping
erammar-high school on Holly.
program will include an address
wood Blvd where the small fry
by Dr. Merit& Schell, physician
comPaXV salaries and TV ratings
from Owensboro; and presentation
between classes.
of the class and _capping by Miss
We Have A Letter
Ruth Cele. BSC trurstrig education
Must school children take off
Like To Sewed You...
We'd
I
director.
when the bell Imes to practice
but We don't want to send
football or sell newspapers But IOUSSe Will
Invocation and benediction wIll it without your permission!
after classes at the Hollywood
It will tell you how you can
be given by Don Kester, minister
insurance
Profeaseonal Children's School the
of the Murray Seventh and Poplar apply for a $1.000 life
of final
pupils appear in movies, radio or
Church of Christ. Ju Ann Bowker policy to help take care
your
television -- at salaries
higher
will sing "I would Be True" and expenses without burdening
than their teachers',
"You'll Netter Walk Alone." The
And you can handle the entire
This oettool was het up by
the
Princoton. KY
— A one-day recessional and processional will transaction by mail — w!th OLD
Los Angeles School Board to take
Ttbbs.
Lee
be
Buddy
played
by
short course on farm problems
AMIII:HICAN of KANSAS CITY.
show business
care al
rn°1)Petk. and trends of western Kentucky,
Acceptance for Jer.nle Stuart No obligation. No one will call!
Classes are tweezed into a half
to be held at the Experiment Memorial hospital will be made
You can give us permission to
day so pupils can work on their
Substation at Princeton on March
by Miss Ruth Coppedge ,arectur send this free information by
next million.
9, is announced by S. .1 Lowry,
at nursing, and for Owensboro simply malltrig a postcard or totter
1111
Betty
Grable. Cyd
Chartsse, superintendent of the Substation.
American
Daviess County hospital by Miss i giving age, to Old
The
short
course
be
will
conAnita Louise. Debra Paget, Piper
Anne L Brows, director of nursing Ins Co 3 W 9th, Dept. L2'15B,
ducted
by
the
Agricultural
Exten- education.
Laurie, Judy
Garland, Donald
Kansas City, Mo.
O'Connor and Bobby Driscoll are sion Service of the University
of
Kentucky, in cooperation with
among the famous students who've
stashed their books in the school the Substation,
Speakers, all from the University
lockers
at Lexington, will ''include Dr.
Not AU Proteadessals
J. Welch, dean of the
"I've run Into
F'reckle-faced
agar Jimmy Frank
Boyd gr.idumed two weeks ago. College of Agriculture and director
some minor
Young singers Molly Bee a n d of the Experiment Station arid
Extension Service; Dr. H. Bruce
Jyrrirne Shore of NBC s "Pin'
Price, agricultural economist and
reverses which
Lee Ssow,'ihree of Bob Hope's
administrative assistant to the dean
"Seven Little Foys" and two of
and director, Dr W P. Garrigue,
the
Moueeketeers
from
mot delay me.ABCs
associate director of the ExperiClub Mouse Club" are cerrent
of
ment Station and chairman
students
the Animal Industry Graup. Dr.
Abbot half of the school's 500
G. T. Webster head of the Destudents are professionals. Many
partment of Agronomy: and Dr.
non-v.orking pupils enroll in ...he
W. D Valleau, plant pathologist
school because it has smaller clasof the Experiment Station ,
ses than most public schools
Subjects to be covered will have
Although I had visions of the
to do with today's opportunities
snow business students upstaging
in agriculture, trends in presenteach other
in class, Principal
day agriculture, and the latest
Maurice Mann insists they .are
developments in livestock feeding,
'anueh easier to handle
1 7-ause general crop research,. and tobacco.
"hey grasp information m ore
The program, beginning at runequickly "
thirty in the morning and lasting
entil three in the afternoon, will
The pupils have a scrim' yearbe at the Administration Building
book. with professional pho t °at the Substation at Princeton.
graphs, school parties and graduArrangements are being made for
ations as any other school But
lunch to be served at the Subthere are some tnuches that are
station
strictly Hollywooct.
For many years. until World
Mann has the only sohool
on farm
office with fam stars' pic- War II. a short course
yearly ak the
tures hanging on the wall—photos problems was held
Lowry This year,
of his famous graduates T Pt e Substation, says
at the, request of fitful peeves
salsonl hangout is a nearby hatdat
western part of the state.
sand with a ukebox where singing of the
piste you'hotouch. Faster
4'
being resumed
play that practice Ls
pupils like Jymme Shore
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PIN UP PICTURES

,Local Girls To
GALESBURG. EN is -- Gales-'Receive Caps In
burg police aren't ticketing cars
Nursing Education
with outdated license plates They're
TURN ABOUT

THE LEDGER & TiMEs 10 Years Ago This Week Hollywood
Has Strange
SchoolLed ger

Fr
.
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Ban On Liquor
Ads Is Fought
-

than 800 were residuals of Rollovertenig Ageacies
4 , Trail
wood.
Braucher, president of the Maga/dile
At one point, Sullivan, who has
Advertising Bureau, said the bill
been known to refer to himself
Would Set a "dangerous precedent."
BUSINESS LOT, near court square.
as "the great stoneface," rather
WASHINGTON, Feb. 17 IlPI - They said it would discriminate
Call 1735.
FISC
stonily suggested that the' NAV
proposal to
ban
Interstate against advertising as a method
t., ▪ dia2,
York faction split away from the liquor advertising today ran into cd selling products.
TWO RED ROOM house, unitised1°14
rt
stiff opposition from newspapers,
Pacific Coast chapter.
She/
died, heated at 405 S. Li* St
Spokesmen for beer and liquor
However, in recent weeks this broadcasters and advertising agenAlso, house on S 8th St. Call Dr.
°al
a 11 • ruira6 tel
producers and employes called the
tea
out.
been
hassle
Right
ironed
,litas
Ora
K.
Meson,
phone
MO or
essia*
now, the New York chapter, along
ine01
Television, radio, newspaper and measure a "back-door" attempt 14
254-J.
FlitC
BY WILLfAM EWALD
with units in other large cities, is adverttsing spokesmen told the restore prohibition.
organizing a membership drive. Satiate GaerunemertinunitteeThursTHREE BEDROOM house. 311 N. United Press Staff
Edwin F. Bohinfalk, Ft. Worth,
C,orateiondent There are about
500' members right day the proposed ban would dis- alter showing the Senate
10th St Available now. Can Olincommittee
NEW YOFeca - Enuay,
now
in
New
York.
The
criminate
against
Senate
them.
del Reaves. Phone 184-R.
F31P young lady who sports) a flowing
copiee of two liquor advertising
This
March,
the
Academy
will
and House commerce committees calendars bearing pictures of Christ,
••1.robe, wings and a come-hither
give out 91 awards, a rather are considering eh:tiler bills on
sidEakee-nreesteeeemenionesellINEND
look, may conic Into her own this
said he phoned to submit a third
. _CARD OF =Amu
unwieldy number that includes die subject.
showing k.pieture of Christ holding
Year
such curiosities as "bast engineerThe bills Week introduced by
We V.11971 to thank the following
a cocktail gloss at the Last Supper.
MOMUMEN'PS
APPROVED 3 YEAR FHA. loans, DISTRIBUTOR. Ground Floor Op- who helped in ..he stripping and
She'll be eight years old and ing technical achievement," "best Rep. Eugene Slier (R-KY) an
Bohmfalk .is s district Methodist
Murray Marble and Granite works. on all remodelings. Freeman John- portunity. High weekly earnings. delivery of our tobacco: Mr and will celebrate her birthday on commeecall campaign" and -best
William Langer (RND). Siler
Builders of fine memorials for son, Building Contractor, will offer limmedinee earnings no selling, no Mrs. Lynn Parker, Charles and March lath in New York and art direction for a filmed series."
told the House committee Thursday church superintendent.
over halt century. Porter White. to do any remodeling or repair vending. Ideal for man or woman Jerry, it. L Ellison, @rfield Byrd, Hollywood. You'll see her on
As Sullivan and producer Max that the measure banning "practiManager. Phone 131.
F20C or any ertra addition to your home part time work. Can develop to Alton Cole, Albert Ellison, Edward telev:non.
Liebman, another active worker in cally all" liquor advertisting,"would
and well make a 3 year FR A. full time. Income increasing ac- Collins, Cliff Wilkerson, J. L. Ellithe New York chapter, point out. be entirely good oral beneficial
MONUMENTS firm class material loan with meekly payments for cordingly No overfeed. National
Emmy is a gold statuette She's this is a rather cumbersome load for the boys and girls of our
son, Cheuney Worley, Red Dohergranite and marble, large selec- your convenience. This loan will
Co with AAA-1 references Win ty: Mr. and Ma's. Wes Fulton', Joe awarded by the Academy of Tele- of honors. But they hope to chop country."
tion styles, sites. Call 85 home cover an extra bedroom, bathroom,
select person for, this area to de- Cochran, Paul Cunningham, Vali' vision Arts and Sciences to TV the number down next year. The
phone. 536 Seeral Calloway Menu- any -kind
Bernard E. Esters, representing
of plumbing, Mitten liver nationally accepted and ad- Garland,
GroVer
Cunningham. performers adjudged the year's whole slate of categories this year
James Rose is now in charge
- rent Works, Vaster Orr, owner. cabinets, hardwood floors,
is the result of a compromise the National Edidtorial Association
interior vertised merchandise n leading John Ed Waldrop, B u d Gibbs, beet
of the Bear front end magfest Main Bt. near college. M20C or exterior decerating, porches,
Small
and
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compared between what Hollywood and New
stores. Must have car, 6 hrs. week- Herman Fulton: Clay Brewer, 011ie
Daily Newspapers, told the Senate chine at
the Emmy Award to the movies York each wanted.
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electric
heating.
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01485
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invertreferences.
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real
home
A BARGAIN,
nice
Tidwell and earnes Coleman.
committee the measure "would
Oscar However, until this year,
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Will sell complete or trade for
TOO YOUNG
many performers in the TV in- the big winners were George Gobel over the columns of the nation's
Laren or other. H. L Parker Rt 2, to have done. It can be done by able to start at once. For inter"Rosie" invites his friends
dustry, notably the New
York as outstanding new personality, press."
F29P Freesne.n Johnson, Contractor, any view in your city write or wire
Cottage Grove, Tenn.
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president
Fellows,
E.
liarold
time at your convenience For in- giving phone number and address
Danny Thomas and Loretta Young.
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as bed actor and actress in a- the National Association
The New Yorkers, led by Ed eerie& Ferry Como and Dinah' and Television Broadcasters, said kind.
6800 W. sed St., Lo. Angeles 36, Galesburg hospital refused today
1TP to let a young father see his Sullivan, charged that past awards Shore as best singer's and Robert the bill would deny broadcasters
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605 W. Main
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AVON Products now has openings straight cut manna file folders
members in the Academy, more
over.
Some of the programs that , George Ling Jr., counsel for
in Murray. Our produots a r e and clear, amiber, lemon and Peen
carried off Ernmys were "Omni- the American Association of Adnationally advertised and in de- Cel-U-Dex index tabs Ledger &
Answer to Saturday's Purds
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buree eLasee,..4 "Thus Is Your
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40-Things, in law
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all will be Ersmy herself They're
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NOTICE. Attention Partners. Nerd
Sigrrum Wayne M. Williams
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You feel cooling, soothing help from
"Nathan Gruhdra boosting boxes
was • bustling. cuts above his eyes4 his bruised
Arthur's
47-King
r1 1897. Seattle
phlegm
&ea
Clogging
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the very first
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Imre.
booming gri,way to the Klondike gold
20
the moufn twisted. "Let's get Out of on • Ten Eyck dray, Tirn,
is loosened, you breathe deeper.
11-11u,Ao's high
rush After • frantic search of good
47
take the trunk."
here, Michael."
note
town. Tim O'BeIrn Cads his
'5
05
a handsome
fra-Cnrded Miele
"It is not," said Meg, "necessary
friend Michael Dark
He igr,ared TuA but when Mich•mms••••••..s.
53-3 1411
young lawyer shortly before the Wit.
make a favor of my trunk, Mr.
ems
LAMISTTE •• is for •lirska. Tun wants ael fielowed through a path that to
Atichael to heap bum locate Meg Beau opened as they advanced, Tim Dark.''
niece
By Ernie Bushmillee
Ihont his pretty. yellow-haired
"Not even for a lady In disHe was surprised when
and persuade net not to wail aboard trolled.
the ship in march of her husband Jason halted. In the &hitt of peo- tress?"
She flushed under his amused
Kemp Beaumont He had deserted Meg ple, Michael saw Jason's full sur•nd their mail sari Johnny for the very of • woman who sat apart on glance and made no further obgold fields in the frozen north.
a trunk. Tim cried out and the jection when Michael stroke, to
CHAPTER THREE
woman a eyes found him. Jason Nathan.
"May I present Mr. Grundy, Mrs.
MICHAEL SPOTTED the Willa- went en his way, his hesitates
the
briefer than Michael's assessment Beaumont' Mark him well. He
mette's captain heading for
knows the Ten Eyck Company
ship. He hailed him, spoke briefly of IL
And
"Meg- Tim rushed forward arid from drays to office ledgers.
with hire, receiving an impatient
Company is going
but positive reply. Michael returned Mtchset followed. "Meg Beaumont! the Ten Eyck
In
'Ti,. unseemly that you sit here.' to be the biggest supply outfit
to Jason and Tim.
"No one's bothered me, Wade
it) -The captain swears nobody like
Nathan, a powerfully muscled
your niece is aboard. Not too many Tim," Meg said.
and
A cool hand, Michael thought. hunchback with swarthy skin
women. He wouldn't miss anybody
d nose, inclined bis
purple-veine
it
light:
the
relit*
did
atm
eyes."
Maybe
purple
and
with yellow hair
was
would take more than that to rut. head. Seattle claimed Nathan
"Then she's still on the docks."
of bar as stingy with speech as Jason
description
Tim's
her.
fle
in
said
Tim stopped. "Jason," he
knew
was bad. Her hair was the gtilde was with credit, but Michael
a different tone. "there's Ryerson. of the first flare of a candle in Nathan for a wise man.
since
you
for
looking
lie'• been
Nathan turned to her trunk
&Levies': tier eyes were turquoise
yesterday." .
arms she "Let's hoist her on. Michael. And
on one of with dark flecks. In her
RyPrIarl, traveling
someheld a sleeping child, his red hair then somebody better do
Jason's chartered boats, had been
• name against her dark coat. A thing about Ryerson "
By Raeburn Van Burin/
sunk off the A I ask•n coast_
ABS1E are SLATS
-Ryerson?" incluse' had forhuge black cat crouched at her
lammed over capacity, the vessel
him, but when the trunk
gotten
wish% .
OP
feet.
KER
CONPASKON
LIME,
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rid towed rafts with men, horses,
Nathan to
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"I was afraid you'd gone to was secure he followed
NOSr ROLIC WILL DONAmsigcr
'.ttle. The men made shore, and
hunched
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where Ryerson
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Alaska, Meg!" Tim babbled.
SHE KEEP COMPANY 0714
.‘,tre a hungry, frozen lot when a
•
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"I was looking for Kemp-to against a lumber-pile.
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apMichael
. retlurgAng steamer rescued
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1
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"He
'
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keep him away from it"
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Ryterson's threats had new hot.
walloplooked at Tim for • long time, then proached a group of dock
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with
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two good
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if
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your
find
' We'll
took it to
make the trip yoerselle the way it it easily enough. Michael
Time' Michael said, but Tim apwould he a back and a heart break- Ryerson.
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to
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tall woman but her erect- nally his mouth showed a sour
Michael maw Ryerson shouldering not a
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•
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his way toward
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boardinghouse."
cheaper
a
find
conniving
you
Eyck,
spoke. 'Ten
Tim turned to Michael. "Meg, my loan?"
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"No, thanks." His eyes raked
this is Michael Dark, the best
He was a lean man, half a head love,
if you
in Seattle. Michael, you Michael. "I could use a job
lawyer
face
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feet,
six
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above
be knowing where Mrs. know of one."
heavy-boned, hts eyes a clear wotilidn't
Michael searched Ma mind. "The
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"I am not going to Illinois," Meg expression.
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not true—that you never ever had
DISAPPOINTED
peop e.
accep or preferred coloi
lock a door here."
to
'There was an extraordinary
KINGSTREE. S. C. Ill — Elder
number of Australians who advised
pta tesman Bernard Baruch offered
they are prepared to accept, and
a reward today for the return of
indeed, would prefer 'to accomodate
Mrs. Thy Brandon was hostess two "quail" stolen from his Little
colored people," Chipp said.
for the meeting ot the South Pleas- Hobcaw estate near Kingstree.
As to the prices:
ant Grove Homemakers Club held
The quail, wooden ones ab
the
at
-prised
sai
be
you'd"Well,
on Monday, February 13, at ten twice the size of live birds, wci,
are
who
owners
home
number of
morning.
the
in
o'clock
swiped from the gate posts at the
willing to take in Olympic visitors
The mein lesson "The- Business entrance to Little Hobcaw.
at no charge," Chipp disclosed.
given
of Handling Money" was
In an advertisement in the week'But, of course, we can't guarantee
by Mrs. Fred Hart assisted by Mrs ly "County 'Record" in
Niles,'
that type of hospitality. For inHellet Stewart.
Baruch said:
stance, most of the owners_ of the
Mrs. Loub Brown g a-'e
"My greatest disappointment was
graded homes will not accept
notes and a book report having to realize for the first!
Mrs Melas Linn opened her A
'.',re IV of the WSCS of the
Monday, February 20
a lot landscape
and
fees'
board
or
room
any
home on South Fourteenth SLreet
was given by Mrs Hes-ter Brown. time in 25 years that what my ,
The Young Women's Class of 'First Methodist Churcti will meet
of the class B home owners won't
tor the meeting or Circle III of
The meeting was called to order friend. David McGill, told me was
the Farat Itaptiat Church waal meet at two-llarty o'clock in the Chette
either."
the Woman's Missionary Society
by Mrs. Dennis Boyd and the
at he home of Miss Vivian Hale . Stokes Class of the Educational
a
get
won't
who
those
for
But
of the First Baptist Church held
devotion was led by Mrs. Hallet
Buldng. Mrs. W D. Sykes and
at seven-Uorty o'clockride, the average price of a
on Tuesday, February 14, at asiao- free
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The
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voth
o'ciock; Mamie Taylor
A. W Owen. Bertha Sift:La aatn Marrir Woman s Club will meet
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The hone of Mrs. Bun Swann
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thirty o'casak.
*acne of ,,he meeting of the North
Murray Homemakers Club held or.
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United Press Sports Writer
Mrs Carl Kiingins presented the
NEW YORK It — Thanks to a
Stain lesson for the afternoon. The
novel plan worked out by the
informative discussion was on the
'Olympic Civic Committee, there
sub)ect. "The Business of Handlwill% be ample—and good—housing
ing Money"
for overseas visitors to the 1958
Landscape mass were given by
Olimpic games in Melbourne, AusMrs K T Crawford Mrs Green tralia.
Vrason who was the club's delegate The prices are going to be right.
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The Sigma Deparmsera of the the guest of Qantas Empire AirNas sO
Murray Wornan's Club held its ways_
•t
regular meeting at the club house
Private WSW Aocomodatiors
on Monday, February 13. at six
With more than rune mantra to
thirty o'clock in the evening.
go before the games open On Nov.
Special guests for the dinner 22, the civic committee has lined
were the husbands of the members up 50000 beds. is 15,000 of them in
—
and Mr and Mrs- Josiah Darnall. individual homes
— LAST TIallas 1
A most entertaining and interestAll homes have been personally
ANN BASTi R in
ing program was presented - by .inspected by members of the comTwo mittee and cilavsified into one of
guests of the depertrnent
"THE SPOILERS"
drum solos were played by Joe three grades—A, B and C The A
Kb JEFF CH %NEMER
Tarry who was accompanied by grading is an exceptional one in
Pat Owen A vocal duet was sung that the home mu.et have at least
by Mr Tarry and Mr Owen who two bathrooms and 50171e extrawere accornten.ed by Mass Nancy ordinary feature such as tennis
Sykes.
courts swimming pool or the like.
Mrs. Josiah Darnall spoke on In other wonls. an A graded home
Kindergarten work She has had is a mansion.
her own kindergarten in her home
The B grading includes homes
on Poplar Street for several years with wall to will carpeting, refrigThe hostesses to the evening eration, hot water service tiled
were Mrs Phillip Mardsell. Mrs bathroom, and similar convenienJ D Maryitiy. Mrs Cody Rusiel, ces The C grading must fulfill
Mrs. Blinn James, Mrs. James minimum requirements, not much
Parker. and Mrs William Pogue below that of class B.
Those who are going to attend
the games may indicate the type
of home in which he waati to
stay
Reasonable Prices
the
questions
other
Among
The annual scholarship program
was asked if he would
for students to attend the Egyptian householder
Music Camp at Duquoin. RI., in
June will be held by the Mime
Department of the Murray Wornana Club on Tuesday. February
21, at seven-ttarty o'clock in the
evening at the club house
Mrs C C Lowry chairman cA
the department, urges all members to attend
The hostesses will be Mrs H.
W. Wilson. Mrs Kai' Williams,
Mrs. Edwin Thurmond, Mrs Albert Tracy, Mrs. Noble Wrather,
Mrs. R. L Wade. Mrs. Willem
Oakley and Mrs Roman Prydetkevyteti

North Murray Club
Aleets In Home Of
Mrs. Bun Swann
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Visitors Will
Have Ample
Housing

Sigma Department
Has Dinner Meet
At Club House

cle\

THIS IS IT!

THE PICTURE THAT ._WON

GRACE KELLY
The ACADEMY AWARD

Music Department
To Meet Tuesday

SE &SAVE WEEK
Nationally Observed
February 20-25
NM•

boigiiiads
of bargains

Spring and Summer
FABRICS
All In The Very Latest
Styles, Prints and Colors
hut in

*
*
*
*

Bates Cloth
Gilbrae
Indian Head
Burlington Mills

time for Easter

sewing! Fashion by
the yard in bolt after
bolt of tpting's preirtess

labritat- Save note.
COMPLETE

Sewing Accessories
* Crown Zippers
* Star Thread
* Wright Tape, Ric Rac
* Advance Patterns
* Scwanda Buttons
* Needles and Pins
IHI•

441.

1

CROSBY • Kral' HUIDEN
TRY GIRL
&i;
iTHE

MURRAY MOTORS
INC.

Sales

-

Service

GUARANTEED REPAIRS FOR ANY MAKE OR
MODEL CAR OR TRUCK
605 WEST MAIN
PHONE 170

Murray,

aissa.,-..aares

KENTUCKY

Bing Crosby gives an anforg
table performance in -The Counts!
Girl," with Grace Kelly and vimHam Belden. This is the pietas*
that won the Academy Aviard for
KaUy. "Country Carr will
Mart a two day encasement at elm
Vander Tuesday.

SPECIAL
Quadriga Prints

44t
LITTLETON'ydS
"For Nationally Advertised Merchandise"
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